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On 29-30th September 2020, the international investment 
conference Energy Week Black Sea took place on the 
innovative virtual event platform, providing the same 
amazing value of offline events — new connections and great 
content — within the comfort of one’s home office.

Energy Week Black Sea 2020 brought together the authorities and 
energy companies of Georgia, Ukraine, Turkey, Bulgaria, and Romania as 
well as international financial institutions and foreign private investors, 
EPC, engineering, and consulting firms from 20+ countries. Among the 
institutions and companies which joined the event were Scatec Solar, 
Grupo Cobra, Tractebel Engineering, Siemens Gamesa, Global Hydro, AGL,  
FMO, EBRD, IFC, KfW, DEG (KfW), Green For Growth Fund, Goldwind, 
IRENA, Mott MacDonald, Black Sea Trade and Development Bank, EDF, 
Eksim Investment Holding, Asian Development Bank, Enel, Complexul 
Energetic Oltenia, ROMGAZ, Electrica, Georgian Energy Development 
Fund, TRYBA ENERGY, EDPR Romania,Georgian National Energy and 
Water Supply Regulatory Commission (GNERC), State Agency on Energy 
Efficiency and Energy Saving of Ukraine, National Energy and Utilities 
Regulatory Commission (Ukraine), Republic of Turkey Energy Market 
Regulatory Authority, The Norwegian Water Resources and Energy 
Directorate, Electricity System Operator of Bulgaria and many others.

The event was organised by Invest In Network, a UK-based 
consultancy. While these are no doubt tumultuous times for the 
events industry, Invest In Network continues to take the steps which 
are necessary to uphold its mission of fostering the deployment of 
renewable energy and attracting investments. 
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Invest In Network is grateful to the event’s sponsor NBT, a 
Norwegian company that develops and owns large-scale wind 
farms in emerging economies. The company currently has 3 wind 
projects in operations in China, and 2 projects in Ukraine - one in 
construction and one in advanced development. Besides, NBT is 
actively developing a pipeline across several other geographies.  

During a 2-day conference, the participants discussed 
reforms implemented by each country to foster or further 
scale up renewable energy deployment, how individual 
countries attract investors in global competition, suitable 
support schemes and policy reversals in some countries, as 
well as addressed intermittency and energy security issues. 
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The event was also sponsored by Invest In Network’s launch product, 
EnerLoop. EnerLoop enables companies to access individual country 
platforms with comprehensive and up to date power industry data 
and analysis. 

Energy Week Black Sea 2020 was supported by knowledge partners 
both international and local partners from Georgia, Ukraine, Romania, 
Bulgaria, and Turkey.

Invest In Network sincerely thanks all the speakers, sponsors, partners, 
and participants and is looking forward to meeting next year all the 
companies interested in the Black Sea market!
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